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OPINION
Letters to the Editor

Joe Heller

The Alameda Sun is independently owned and operated. The newspaper is supported by its 
advertisers and subscribers. The Sun focuses on just the news that affects the residents of the city 
of Alameda, from the West End to the East End, from Bay Farm to Alameda Point.

Our Letters Policy
Opinions in Letters to the 
Editor are the express 
views of the writers and do 
not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of the Alameda 
Sun, its advertisers or staff.
Letters to the Editor are wel-
come from the community. 
Letters must include a name 
and phone number for veri-
fication purposes. Unsigned 
letters will not be printed.
Letters are subject to edit-
ing for length, clarification 
and legal considerations. 
Please try to limit letters 
to 250 words.
Mail your letters to Editor, 
Alameda Sun, 3215 J 
Encinal Ave., Alameda, CA 
94501, or e-mail them to 
editor@alamedasun.com.
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Sending thanks
Editor:

The American Red Cross 
would like to thank everyone 
who supported our Alameda 
student Red Cross clubs in their 
“Holiday Gift Wrapping Project” 
this December. Your generous 
donations toward disaster relief 
in the Phillippines raised more 
than $2,000 for Typhoon Haiyan 
victims. 

We graciously acknowledge 
South Shore Center’s manage-
ment who donated store space 
by Santa’s house; Kohl’s who do-
nated gift boxes; Walgreens who 
donated wrapping paper and 
bows; and Bed Bath & Beyond 
who donated name tags and 
wrapping paper. 

This allowed our three high 
school Red Cross clubs to serve 
thousands of holiday shoppers 
at the South Shore Center mall, 
serving more than 750 commu-
nity service hours which bright-
ened happy shoppers’ faces.

The Red Cross is the prima-
ry organization through which 
Americans can donate to interna-
tional disasters like the typhoon 
in the Phillippines. Fund raising 
events like ours would not be 
possible without the generous 
donations received from these 
companies. Thanks again.

The Red Cross clubs’ teens 
volunteer hundreds of hours 
each month, serving thousands 
of Alameda residents. They train 
elementary school-aged children 
and their parents in disaster pre-
paredness, teach “Citizen CPR” 
to fellow high school students, 
take blood pressure at commu-
nity events, create greeting cards 
and deliver them each month to 
convalescent homes, pack holi-
day meals in November and De-
cember for Meals on Wheels and 
set up Toys for Tots collections 
for Alameda’s 900 needy families. 

Their 2013-14 project of rais-
ing funds to stop 600,000 chil-
dren from dying of malaria each 
year in Africa and India. Their 
goal is to raise money to supply 
2,014 mosquito bed nets by the 
end of 2014.

Just $10 buys a treated bed 
net for a family and saves lives. 
So far the Red Cross Youth have 
almost 1,000 nets. 

If you would like to help, the 
Red Cross Youth Clubs have 
Warriors-Knicks Basketball tick-
ets available for sale at a spe-
cial price for the March 30 game 
against the Knicks. (Limited to 
200 tickets). The Warriors will 

donate $10 to “Nothing but Nets” 
for each ticket sold by Red Cross 
Youth. Plus, these tickets will allow 
fans to meet Stephen Curry at the 
post game chalk talk. Call 523-7150 
for more information. 

The Red Cross Youth thank you 
for your support. 

— Joanne Robinson 
Alameda Red Cross Youth Advisor

Inquiring minds  
want to know
Editor:

The Water Emergency Transit 
Authority (WETA) project has been 
chugging along for several years. 
Back in the summer of 2012 I read 
a public notice in the Alameda Free 
Library and followed it up with 
a phone call to WETA’s then-proj-
ect manager Mike Gougherty. He 
explained some details “may be 
sensitive.”

These included the proposed 
lease agreement discussions with 
city of Alameda officials (a lease 
amount proposed back then of 
$58,000 per year to be paid into the 
city’s general fund for 65 years), 
as well as the proposed route on 
Alameda surface streets whereby 
petroleum products, including 
some 30,000 to 40,000 gallons that 
WETA would truck to the facility 
every two weeks.

Alarmed that residents were 
not told about proposals to truck 
fuel through our neighborhoods I 
interviewed City Planner Andrew 
Thomas. He assured me that the 
fuel would be trucked through the 
Webster Tube. He then insisted that 
fuel took this route into our city “all 
the time.” Since I live on Webster 
and use the tubes regularly I knew 
he was wrong and sent him photo-
graphs of the sign on Webster Street 
that prohibits fuel and explosive 
materials in the tubes. That was 
the last I heard on the topic from 
Thomas. 

Richard Bangert’s summary of 
the WETA project (“Point Ferry 
Facility Hearing on Monday,” Jan. 2) 
covers the project’s “selling points” 
per WETA. It does not examine 
other sensitive details nor does it 
get into the nitty gritty of which 
roads in which neighborhoods 
will affected, whether residents of 
those neighborhoods know about 
this cargo, what is the strategy to 
mitigate disasters if they occur in 
neighborhoods, and what amount 
of money will be paid annually to 
the city’s general fund. 

What else about this project 
is not being shared with “we, the 
people”? 

— Susan Galleymore

Jeffry R. Smith

Part two
A bright future awaits, yet sci-

ence, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM) jobs are 
mottled with unfilled vacancies. 
This demonstrates or leads to the 
possibility that parents might be 
transmitting income inequality to 
their offspring.

Boris Johnson, the mayor of 
London, was recently asked to 
comment on the “slowing social 
mobility;” his answer was as un-
surprising and accurate as it was 
impolitic and audacious.

Expressing the Tory faith in 
“indomitable ambition and private 
enterprise,” Johnson acknowl-
edged the “freezing of the canals of 
opportunity” and confessed that 
“inequality is in the nature of capi-
talism” because it was a system 
that favored high IQs coupled with 
ambition and that those so privi-
leged “were equipped to compete 
for the spoils of capitalism.”

If only history were replete with 
economies and civilizations that 
favored mediocre IQs and low am-
bition; what would these cultures 
look like and would we be willing 
to fly their airlines to get there for 
cheap heart surgery? Such econo-
mies are known for cronyism and 
nepotism and the result poverty, 
corruption and stagnation.

Before trusting a math teacher 
on the subject of math, let’s see 
what Supreme Court Justice Clar-
ence Thomas had to say about the 
merits of math; when he “asked the 
wide-eyed boy what he planned to 
major in at Brown. Math, he was 
told. ‘Good, good. That’s what I 
look for in hiring my clerks — the 
cream of the crop. I look for the 

maths and the sciences, real class-
es.’”

One pair of crampons that 
has always proven itself useful in 
scaling the income ladder is math-
ematics; yet parents inadvertently 
derail math achievement in their 
children.

But first a disclaimer: the fol-
lowing examples are distilled from 
multiple school districts over a 
period of 30 years; any connection 
between real people and the fol-
lowing anecdotes is probably just 
chance; if you feel you deserve a 
footnote, please contact the writer.

Consider these scurrilous argu-
ments offered by enabling parents 
to defend, indeed promote, under-
achievement in something as criti-
cal as math.

A student is late to Geometry 
class 3 out of 5 days a week; the 
tardy arrivals are reported to the 
parent; the parent asks, “What 
class is he late to?” the teacher 
replies, “Geometry;” the parent re-
sponds, “Well then, now you know 
where the problem is;” getting this 
green light, the student then ar-
rives tardy four out of five days. 

A student is failing math; the 
student claims the tests are not 
fair; the parent naturally agrees 
because the tests expect the stu-
dent to remember math content 
for more than two weeks.

A student is caught indisput-
ably cheating on a test; the parent 
assures the teacher that students 
who cheat are not necessarily 
cheaters; that everyone cheats; 
the tests encourage cheating; the 
administration extracts a formal 
apology from the teacher; the stu-
dent blithely treads water for the 
rest of the semester.

A bored student continually 

text messages in class; the parent 
is called; the parent asks what can 
be done; the teacher suggests con-
fiscating the cell phone; the parent 
insists that there must be a less 
Draconian solution.

For group quizzes, a parent in-
sists that his son who has done no 
math homework must be placed in 
a group with students who actually 
do homework; why should the son 
be penalized for lassitude? 

A student, who brings only a 
cell phone to class and covertly 
texts, has her phone temporarily 
confiscated by a parent; the parent 
later reports that she was forced 
to restore the phone because her 
daughter could not breathe and 
was choking without it.

Succeeding in math undeniably 
involves strenuous thinking and 
hard work but with the right sig-
nals from parents the arduous and 
rigorous elements of a high school 
education can be successfully cir-
cumvented; thus a hollow diploma 
without all the work and thinking 
is awarded.

“We are only beginning to un-
derstand the process by which 
children who start at the bottom 
may ultimately develop (or not 

develop) the requisite skills 
to have an equal opportunity 
for economic success,” stated 
Bhaskar Mazumder in his work 
“Upward Generational Mobility 
in the United States. “We do not 
yet know what combination of 
factors (e.g., parental resourc-
es, preschool quality, early life 
health, peer and neighborhood 
influences) will ultimately im-
prove human capital develop-
ment.”

As a math teacher who has 
witnessed many debilitating 
overt, covert and subliminal sig-
nals that protective parents er-
roneously give their children; it’s 
easy to see what isn’t working.

Jeffrey R. Smith teaches math 
at Encinal High School.

Keep the ‘American Dream’ Alive
Tongue in Cheek

Johnson acknowl-
edged the “freez-
ing of the canals 
of opportunity” 
and confessed that 
“inequality is in 
the nature of capi-
talism.”

Give them three feet; 
they’ll take a mile
Editor:

I don’t know whether to laugh 
or cry at the new law that says I 
have to keep three feet away from 
bicyclists while I’m driving my car. 
Since I heard about the law I’ve 
been taking a little poll. 

I’ve watched six bicyclists speed 
by me and run stop signs.

I saw one cyclist ride from the 
street onto the sidewalk. He had 
to swerve to avoid a pedestrian 
with a baby stroller and ran into a 
palm tree. 

I’ve counted seven children rid-
ing without helmets: three of them 
riding along with an adult, who also 
did not have a helmet. 

While stopped at a red light at 
Santa Clara Avenue and High Street 
I watched two cyclists run the light I 
was stopped for. They crossed High 
Street against the light, jumped the 
sidewalk on their bikes and raced 
into Lincoln Park. 

And just this morning I watched 
two cyclists ride up onto the side-
walk so (at least in their minds) 
they didn’t have to stop for a red 
light at Fernside Boulevard and 
High Street. The real kicker to this 
one: a policeman watched them do 
it. He passively sat in his vehicle 
and did nothing. 

So I have to keep three feet away 
from these fools? Does that mean 
I can run stop signs at will? Can I 
drive my car onto the sidewalk to 
avoid stopping at a red light? 

Bicyclists get to break the traffic 
laws at will (even as the police look 
on), and now I have to give them 
three feet of space so they can do 
it. Absurd. 

— Greg Hansen 

Adopt-a-Bed update
Editor: 

Many thanks to those individu-
als and groups who contributed 
to the Midway Shelter for abused 
women and their children during 
the month of December. A number 
of the listed donors contributed 
several times; one donor chose to 
remain anonymous. 

The Midway shelter would like to 
thank Marion Abdullah and Barbara 
Wildman. John and Pat Kennedy 
gave in memory of Mary Michael 
Kennedy. Luso from the American 
Life Ins. Co., donated to the shelter 
in December, as did Edmund V. 
Lemi, Paula Patillo-Dupree, Sothera 
Sang, Barbara Anderson, Betty 

Sanderson and Malyon Booth.
Cynthia and Walt Grady opened 

their hearts and wallets as did 
Kevin Kennedy, Michelle M. Eaton, 
Dale Wright, DPM; and Debbie and 
Roland Gregoire. Beverly gave 
in memory of Beverly Partridge. 
Rachelle A. Perata donated 
in December. She was joined 
by Gaurav and Katja Huebner, 
Maurice Ramirez Photo Design, 
Jennifer Serr, Power Fitness/Erin 
Kreitz Shirey, and Virginia Krutilek. 
Lynda and Kenneth Hild gave, 
as did Mary Lou Kurtz. Joanne 
Robinson donated to the shelter 
in honor of Virginia Krutilek.

Marjorie Lanzit joined Elaine 
and Yun-Wen Hung with generous 
donations, as did Patricia Biwer, 
Marian Williams and Diane Coler-
Dark. Dorothy and Thomas Wisner 
also donated, as did Barbara 
Newell and Richard Chapman; 
Roger and Judith Ecker, Barbara 
Anderson, Kappi Bowen, Ann 
Casper and Mark Irons. 

Patricia Sahadi donated. She 
was joined by Mark Fraser, Maryle 
Eade, Mary Brownson, Leslye and 
James Robey, Marti Burchell; and 
John and Andrea Medulan.

Dianne Richmond gave gener-
ously in December. She was joined 
by Jan Ortner, Jolene Findley 
and Edward Atkinson; Rich and 
Susan Sherratt, as well as Anne 
and Russell Yee. Lois Pryor joined 
Roger and Patricia Baer, Toni 
Lajoi and Lawrence and Anna 
Dougherty with generous dona-
tions. 

Karen Kenney, Elizabeth 
Rogers, Maureen Kelly, Ruth Gray 
and Emily Shea all pitched in, 
as did David and Virginia Miller; 
Walter and Barbara Morris, Beverly 

Church, Raymond Fitzsimmons 
and the Isle City Institute #51 YLII.

Kristi Zabrano gave generously 
in December. She was joined by 
Diane Runyan; the Lupo Family, 
Nicole Kidd; Chapter UN, PEO; 
Kathleen Kim and Keith Nealy. 
Kenneth Letsch and Jennifer 
Moss donated to the shelter. They 
were joined in their generosity by 
Barbara Gibson, Camilla Whyte, 
Bridget Gulseth and Susan and 
Richard Osanna. Donna Lee Porter 
donated last month, as did Thomas 
Michaud, Mel Nutter, Chrsitine 
Buck and Dwayne Brighouse.

Gabriel Naranjo donated in honor 
of Mary Michael Kennedy. Eve Deley 
gave generously, as did Mary Gleim, 
Sharon and James Stehr, Boris and 
Paulina Kirola and Lili Mai. 

The Albertoni-Weedin Trust; 
the First Congregational Church 
(UCC); Louis Toepfer, Sarah 
Neuhoff, Jim Hager, JOJO Holdings, 
Inc, and the Women’s Association 
of the First Presbyterian Church 
all donated to the shelter in the 
month of December. The Claire 
Meehan and John White Fund gave 
last month as did the Cardinal 
Point Residents’ Association, the 
Beulah Circle at Twin Towers 
United Methodist Church and the 
Otis Elementary School Sock Drive 
headed by Elina and Ryan Graham, 
Anita Wong and Jim Williams and 
Audrey Aljoe. 

Our heartfelt thanks go out to 
Mary Butler, who donated in mem-
ory of Bernie Mannion and Mamie 
Heneghan. We also want to say a 
New Year’s thank you to Carolyn 
Murphy and Paul J. Canavese. 
Ankie Schuiteman gave in honor 
of Mark and Cindy Hovermale. 
Marion Yeaw, Harlyn Traynor and 

Barbara Janowski gave to the 
shelter in December, as did Joyce 
and David Denyven, Eric and Ann 
Cross, Trout Properties, Christina 
DeSimone, David Graber; and 
Jordan Battani and David Burton. 

The women and children will 
thrive thanks to generous people 
like Kathleen and Glenn Henderson, 
Heidi and Robert Larsen, Willem 
and Pam VandeKamp and Suzanne 
L. Bryant.

Finally we’d like to thank Dr. 
David Skinner and Penelope Pahl; 
Barbara Capon; Judy Broughton; 
and Susan Getman and Don Kelley

If you’d like to join the honor 
roll of these generous donors, 
mail a contribution to Alameda 
Homeless Network, P.O. Box 951, 
Alameda CA 94501. To learn more, 
call 523-2377 or visit www.midway 
shelter.org.

— Ginny Krutilek

Don’t forget the seals
Editor:

I’m writing in response to your 
front-page article in last week’s 
edition discussing the pending 
WETA petition to open a new 
facility in the harbor near the 
USS Hornet (“Point Ferry Facility 
Hearing on Monday,” Jan. 2)

I was hoping that you might 
also cover the story from another 
angle, the wildlife perspective. 
Currently there is a herd of har-
bor seals that use that pier every 
winter as their haul out. I’ve wit-
nessed 10 to 15 seals return each 
winter. I’m very concerned that 
they will lose this favored space, 
and we will lose the harbor seals, 
simply because people don’t know 
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